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EMCO Ping Monitor 

A server-client
architecture for large
networks High efficiency,
real-time monitoring of
large networks EMCO Ping
Monitor is a Windows
service, but it's also
compatible with a remote
server that is on its own
(for example, on a
dedicated server or cloud
platform). Its architecture
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client architecture for
large networks High
efficiency, real-time
monitoring of large
networks EMCO Ping
Monitor is a Windows
service, but it's also
compatible with a remote
server that is on its own
(for example, on a
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platform). Its architecture
is suited to manage
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platform). Its architecture
is suited to manage
complex networks and
quickly detect connection
loss. How do I confirm
that my data is being
collected by EMCO Ping
Monitor? EMCO Ping
Monitor uses a client-
server architecture, so all
the collected data is not
saved on the database
directly but sent to a
server system, where it is
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logged

EMCO Ping Monitor Crack+ [Win/Mac] [March-2022]

EMCO Ping Monitor offers
many different tools for
network monitoring. It is
specifically designed for
web-scale administrators,
but it can also serve as a
stand-alone application.
With its unique and highly
efficient client-server
architecture, the
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application can search,
monitor, and log the
status of up to 50,000 IP
addresses at the same
time. An advanced yet
easy-to-use interface
makes the application
very user-friendly. Along
with all the functionalities
a network administrator
would require, EMCO Ping
Monitor is also included
with a built-in reporting
utility, which makes for a
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powerful solution that will
save your time and
nerves. With an intuitive
and well-organized
interface, the application
will not only help you
monitor all your hosts, but
it will also give you the
knowledge you need to
resolve any connection
problems.Key features of
EMCO Ping Monitor:
Graphing tools and graph
templates Fully
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responsive and easy-to-
use interface Ability to
connect to multiple
servers and/or ranges
Ability to monitor 50,000
hosts simultaneously
Create reports and save
the data as PDF or HTML
Check hosts' uptime and
response time Get
notifications for when
your ping times fail and a
host is offline Monitor
multiple ranges or hosts
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Execute commands and
execute programs Choose
the time intervals for
monitoring (5 seconds, 1
minute, 10 minutes) View
detailed statistics for all
the hosts Test hosts from
more than 100
organizations Automatic
alerts based on host
connection or loss Other
features available through
the application: Monitor a
large number of hosts
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from more than 100
organizations Monitor a
single IP address or range
of hosts Monitor uptime
and response time
Monitor a single host or
the largest address range
(up to 50,000 addresses)
Monitor a range of IP
addresses Monitor or
specify a host or a range
of hosts Check the
connection status of any
host Show information
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about a single IP address
or range of hosts Monitor
connection changes of
multiple hosts Monitor
connection changes of
multiple ranges of hosts
Free Download EMCO Ping
Monitor Related Software
1 review for EMCO Ping
Monitor 5 out of 5
Gustavo BacceiNov 19,
2016 I love the way it
shows the graphs and
how well it works. The
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fact that I can do much
more with it than any
other application is very
useful, and still I would
b7e8fdf5c8
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EMCO Ping Monitor Product Key Full Latest

EMCO Ping Monitor is an
advanced tool designed
for monitoring all the
hosts connected to a
network. It is a server that
can detect connection
losses, sending email
notifications. Thanks to its
special server-client
architecture, EMCO Ping
Monitor is able to monitor
remote hosts on a
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desktop system or a
desktop computer
connected to a network.
The main window is
organized in tabs
containing different
information, such as
uptime and passed pings,
connection status, and
connection graphs. EMCO
Ping Monitor can work as
a server or as a client,
generating 24/7 pings
that can be shared with
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different machines. It can
also analyze the response
of the hosts you monitor,
saving the connection
data in HTML or PDF
format. This way you can
make your own reports
from the data it obtains.
The capabilities of EMCO
Ping Monitor are similar to
those of other ping
monitoring tools, but it
has additional features. It
provides a host address
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list, allowing you to
monitor any number of
addresses, instead of
monitoring one host per
IP address. It can also
detect connection losses
or failures, sending email
notifications to your
selected address. The
program supports
customized commands,
so you can execute a
command if connection
failures are detected. You
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can execute a command
directly from the main
window, or start it with a
click of a button. The last
feature is pcap support,
allowing EMCO Ping
Monitor to import data
from captured traffic and
analyze it. Key features of
EMCO Ping Monitor: •
Hosts organization • Host
list • IP address groups •
Server-Client architecture
• Server and Client
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monitoring • Exact time
monitoring • Logs IP
response time • Response
graph • Event reporting •
Ping monitoring •
Capturing port level data
for the host being
monitored • Customized
commands execution if
connection loss or failure
occurs • Monitor all the
hosts specified in a host
list • Change event list
checkboxes • Ping
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monitoring intervals •
Outage limits
configuration • NTP
support • Frequency
setting EMCO Ping
Monitor functionality
summary: • 24/7 ping
monitoring for hosts •
Host address list
customization • Exact
time monitoring and
graphing • Exact time
monitoring and graphing
for hosts • Grouping and
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out of range monitoring •
Manual out of range
configuration •
Connections established
and pings • Logs and
saves IP response time •
Customized commands
execution • Host memory
recording • Connection
loss/failure detection •
Connection reliability
monitoring •

What's New in the?
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EMCO Ping Monitor
checks the connection
availability of a high
number of hosts, logging
response data, creating
reports, and sending
notifications in case of
failed pings. A server-
client architecture fit for
large networks EMCO Ping
Monitor comes with an
advanced set of features
designed to match the
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requirements of a
complex environment. It's
worth mentioning that it
can work both as a server
and a client. To be more
specific, it installs a
Windows service that can
send 24/7 ping requests,
while also allowing
simultaneous connections
to a remote server. A UI
that reflects the
connection availability at
a glance EMCO Ping
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Monitor comes with a
very useful and easily
configurable user
interface that reflects the
host status at a glance. If
you're looking for a
solution for monitoring
and maintaining an
extensive network, you
don't need to touch the
configuration for the
"hardware", because the
software is as flexible as
you could ask for.
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Through a very intuitive
and easy-to-use GUI, you
can easily see the
connection status for
multiple hosts, and
manipulate them all at
once. EMCO Ping Monitor
comes with a
management UI for
individual hosts EMCO
Ping Monitor comes with a
very useful management
interface for controlling
individual hosts. Apart
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from the overall
connected hosts, the
interface offers a tabular
view where you can check
host details (such as host
type, IP address, uptime,
and connection status),
modify some preferences,
and also shutdown or
suspend the host. In order
to do so, you can modify
connection timeout and
connection retries, open
or close the service and
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change the monitoring
time intervals. Logs the
response time and
connection outages EMCO
Ping Monitor logs all the
information from the host
connections in a very
useful and user-friendly
format. Through an
intuitive GUI, you can
check the current
connection status,
including the response
time, the host uptime,
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and the connection
outages. Also, detailed
statistics are logged for
each monitored host and
for all the addresses and
ranges. So, the next time
you need to check the
status of your network, all
you need to do is consult
the logs. Responds
immediately with
reminders in case of
frequent connection
outages EMCO Ping
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Monitor comes with a
highly responsive and
easily configurable
service that can be
configured according to
your needs. It can send
you notifications if more
than X pings have failed
or if the connection to the
monitored hosts has
dropped for a period of
time. Allows concurrent
connections to your
server EMCO Ping Monitor
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comes with an advanced
service that can
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System Requirements For EMCO Ping Monitor:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7
/ 8 / 10 (32/64 bit)
Processor: Intel Pentium 4
CPU or AMD Athlon 64
CPU Memory: 2GB
Graphics: DirectX 9
Compatible graphics card
with 256MB VRAM
DirectX: 9.0 Compatible
Direct3D device with
graphics card or
compatible Geforce 6x or
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better Network:
Broadband Internet
connection (Wired, Cable,
DSL, etc.) Storage: 500MB
available space Sound
Card: DirectX9
Compatible sound
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